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Descriptive Inventory

FA 808    TAYLOR, William B.

1 box. 1 folder. 3 items. 1970. Photocopies and originals.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA 808    TAYLOR, William B. 1970

This collection contains information about south central Kentucky, folklore collected by Western Kentucky University student William B. Taylor for credit in a folklore class. Information included in the collection includes such things as agricultural practices, beliefs, and legends from the county.

1 box. 1 folder. 3 items. Photocopies and originals.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Agriculture
Beliefs and proverbs
Calhoune, H. L. (Informant)
Clymer, Louvina (Informant)
Gilliam, Ann (Informant)
Hamilton, Tom – Relating to
Harlow, J. C. (Informant)
Ledford, Green – Relating to
Legends
Superstitions
Taylor, William B. (Interviewer)
Weather lore
Wilcoxson, Ruth (Informant)
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